Procedure/Supply Carts

Guaranteed: 87,600 hours of constant use…
and then some.
The healthcare environment is demanding and
constantly changing. Our tough, durable carts are
designed to meet the demands you have today
and make it easy to change when your needs do.
A modular cart system means universal sizes and
easily interchangeable drawers and accessories.
Beyond the specific procedures that carts and
components address, the variety of procedure/
supply carts gives you options to match the
capacity, supply, and work flow that make the
most sense for your care and delivery processes.
We also offer a cart that gives you access to
drawers and contents from front or back.
Security matters when it comes to cart contents.
Our lock options offer you assurance that
supplies are intact. Procedure/supply carts are
available with keyless or keyed entry, tamper
indicators, wall locks, and lockable doors. Carts
with lock bars lock automatically when closed.
Keyless options include an alarm that sounds if
the lock bar isn’t shut completely.
Our flexible solution expands your storage and
transport capabilities, saves you time and money,
and improves efficiency.

Organised for mobility
Don’t let cart design slow down your work. Our drawer
organiser system lets you remove the individual bins
and supplies you need and take them to where you
are working.
Patient focused
Efficiently move patient-specific supplies from pharmacy or
central supply areas to patient floors and rooms.

The right combinations
Combine drawers and shelves in a number of ways to
efficiently organise large and small supplies. An extrawide cast cart services emergency departments with
room for orthopedic supplies.
Comforting colours
Welcome patients and families into comfortable and
residential feeling environments. Our cart palette gives
you many colours from which to choose.

Storage and retrieval space
Extra-wide carts offer plenty of open space for storage
and retrieval of large instruments or supplies or interior
configurations that combine drawers and shelves for
smaller items.
Door and interior options
When security isn’t an issue, curtain doors will keep
supplies clean without adding weight. Wire and solid
shelves provide options as does our variety of drawer,
shelf, and organiser components.
Information access
An elevated defibrillator platform pivots to give you
360-degree visual access to the display. The raised
platform keeps the defibrillator clear, frees up cart
surface, and doesn’t block access to drawer contents.

Delivering medication
Transport carts should improve on your system of supply
organisation and delivery. Our extra-wide cart is a minipharmacy on wheels. Medications can be delivered to
specific floors or departments for stocking medication
carts. A number of lock options keeps medications secure.

Smart design
Raised edges on the surface, a keyboard shelf, front
access door, and ventilated CPU storage are included.
The monitor support includes a height- and angleadjustable monitor arm and platform.
Added security
Carts can be specified with lockable doors for areas
where contamination or added security is a factor. Clear
doors provide an option for quickly identifying contents.

Plenty of room
Each catheter rack slide includes prongs, side label clips,
and front label holders. An extrawide cart provides room
for both catheter racks and supply storage.
Caregiver focused
Additional overhead storage speeds up workflow by placing
supplies at eye level, where they are readily available.
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